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Collaboration and Building Teams
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The theme of this agile record is an interesting one. To me col-
laboration and great teams are the most important aspects of 
working. Agile or non-agile, collaborating makes things easier and 
often more fun! Team building is improving the performance of a 
team. Interesting stuff, but how does this work? How can we make 
successful teams and make them work collaboratively? I have 
read a lot about this topic and I have developed my own opinion 
about it as well. To me technical skills or knowledge do not matter 
in building great teams. Collaboration does! But how do you make 
teams collaborate better?

 Steve Jobs
,Q�-RQDK�/HKUHU·V�ERRN�́ ,PDJLQH��KRZ�FUHDWLYLW\�ZRUNVµ�WKH�DXWKRU�
explains how collaboration helped Pixar. When Steve Jobs worked 
at Pixar he needed people to collaborate more. Pixar wanted the 
computer guys to work closely together with the animators. So Steve 
Jobs decided to put everybody in the same building. But he took 
this even further: he insisted that there would be only one group of 
bathrooms for the whole studio. He forced people to run into each 
other, even if it was in the bathrooms. Jobs needed people to mix, 
he knew that mixing skills makes better movies and the natural 
tendency is to stay isolated and only talk to people that are just 
like you. And it worked! The result was instant. The communication 
improved and with that the collaboration became much better.

Daniel Pink
Is his book “Drive” management guru Daniel Pink describes three 
success factors for teams. He mentions: autonomy, purpose and 
mastery. Autonomy gives the team the freedom and the tools to 
do what they need to do. Purpose helps the team feel that they 
are making a difference and they are important. This will feed their 
motivation and dedication. And last but not least mastery, the will 
of the team to be really good at what they do. If you have the will 
to excel, your chances of succeeding increase.

Challenge, passion and room to excel
People who want to excel need two important things: a challenge 
and passion. Vineet Nayar says in his article “The Key Ingredi-
ents of a Successful Team” (source: http://blogs.hbr.org/hbr/
nayar/2012/06/three-things-that-drive-teams.html) that it is about 
the journey, not the end result. When teams face huge challenges, 
ÀQGLQJ�VROXWLRQV�EHFRPHV�H[FLWLQJ��VRPHWLPHV�HYHQ�REVHVVLYH��
The passion drives the team to go on, infects others and works 
as a snowball to get the team to the next level. The last essential 

characteristic for successful teams is room to experiment: real 
innovation and improvement comes from trying new things.

These factors resemble the ones described by Daniel Pink: au-
tonomy makes room to excel, passion feeds mastery and a chal-
lenge gives purpose.

My view on collaboration and building teams
Teams working together are most important in achieving goals. I 
remember when Feyenoord, my favorite soccer team in the Neth-
HUODQGV��ZRQ�WKH�8()$�FXS�LQ������ZLWK�D�WHDP�WKDW�ZDVQ·W�WKH�
best in the UEFA cup competition. They had just average players 
compared to other teams in Europe. But they were a real team and 
the whole team was dedicated and committed to win. Feyenoord 
won, not because of the individual skills, but because they were 
a team, the collaboration and dedication made the difference.

But I dare to take this even further: give me a team of people that 
are really willing to make something work and we will do the job, 
DQ\� MRE��6HSWHPEHU���WK� ,�YLVLWHG�D� WDON�DERXW�VSHFLÀFDWLRQ�E\�
example by Gojko Adzic at the Federation of Agile Testers in the 
Netherlands (FAT-NL) and during the drinks we discussed what is 
needed to excel in agile. I stated that DEWT (11 fellow software 
testers who get together regularly in a peer workshop to learn from 
HDFK�RWKHU��ZRXOG�EH�DEOH�WR�EXLOG�OHW·V�VD\�D�VDODU\�V\VWHP�ZLWKLQ�
reasonable timelines if we were asked to. Probably just a couple 
of us can code a bit but still I believe we will make it work. And if 
needed we will hire a real developer to do the really complicated 
stuff. Why do I believe that we will pull this off? Because we are 
dedicated, perseverant, willing to learn, willing to help each other 
and also able to work together. We know each other quite well and 
we will give each other room to make mistakes. That will make 
the perfect team! The dedication and perseverance will help us 
make up for the lack of coding skills and knowledge. We will learn 
fast and make it work.

Successful teams
,I�\RX�JRRJOH�¶VXFFHVVIXO�WHDPV·�RU�¶EXLOGLQJ�WHDPV·�\RX�ZLOO�ÀQG�
many lists with team characteristics that make a team successful. 
The lists differ quite a bit and that is interesting. This might have 
something to do with the context in which the teams work. Three 
aspects are in every list: clear team goals, clear communication 
DQG�GHÀQHG�UHVSRQVLELOLWLHV��6RPH�RWKHUV�SRSXS�RIWHQ�EXW�QRW�LQ�
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every list, like balanced participation, trust, participative leader-
ship, effective decision making and helping each other.

What I miss in a lot of these lists is passion and perseverance. 
During the “all things digital conference” in 2007 Steve Jobs says 
to be successful you need to have passion for what you do. To be 
successful is often very hard and to sustain that over a period of 
time, you really have to work hard and love what you do to perse-
vere. Normal people, he says, give up. Successful people persevere.

Building teams
It takes time to build successful teams. At CAST Test Coach Camp 
in San Jose last summer Michael Larsen (link: http://www.mkl-
testhead.com/2012/07/day-2-of-test-coach-camp-live-blog.html) 
introduced the Tuckman stages of team development to me which 
were published in 1965: Forming, Storming, Norming and Perform-
ing. Every team has to go through these stages, which takes time 
and in the end only a few reach the performance stage.

In the forming stage (why are we here?) the team forms itself but 
H[LVWV�RI�LQGLYLGXDO�PHPEHUV�JHWWLQJ�WR�NQRZ�HDFK�RWKHU�DQG�ÀQG-
ing their places. In the storming stage (can we work together?) the 
PHPEHUV�KDYH�WR�ÀQG�ZD\V�WR�ZRUN�WRJHWKHU��&RQÁLFWV�EHWZHHQ�WKH�
members arise about things like the mission and the approach. In 
the norming stage (how will we work together?) issues get resolved. 
All members take the responsibility and have the ambition to work 
for success. In the performing stage (how can we work smarter?) 
the team becomes a high-performing team. They are accomplishing 
WKH�ZRUN�VPRRWKO\�DQG�HIIHFWLYHO\�ZLWKRXW�LQDSSURSULDWH�FRQÁLFW�
or the need for external supervision. In 1977 Tuckman added an 
extra stage: adjourning, in which the project ends and the group 
is abandoned.

High-performance teams?
So how many high-performance teams are there anyway? According 
to Steve Demming, high-performance teams constitute only 2% 
of all teams in the workplace. I think there could be much more 
if management would understand that the biggest challenge of 
software development is not about technique but about humans! 
Building successful teams is all about people! Teams will succeed 
if the people trust each other, are persistent and have passion 
and the willingness to help each other. This will lead to great col-
laboration. Once you have built a great team, their technical skills 
or knowledge do not matter that much anymore…
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